A Few Sample
Questions
for Your
Daily/Weekly
Brain Food
Menu
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Some Tips & Ideas
Download, print, cut the questions into
strips & fold up.
Place them in a festive hat, bowl, jar,
box or fun container.
Mix them up so a question can be
chosen at random.
Encourage everyone to play.
Invite friends & relatives to participate.
Ask for question contributions.
Suggest books read together, movies,
dream vacations, celebrations, etc.
Decide on a time to share
solutions~maybe at family meals, car
trips, game night, snack time.
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Real~Life Questions

What should we do if it rains a lot during our
vacation ?
When is a good time to go to bed during a
vacation?
Where do you think we should plant
our garden ?
Should watch TV & play video games
as much as you want ?
Who should do what chores?
Should you eat anything you want ?
How can you help save the Earth ?
Would you rather__________or
______________?
Does our family need a rule about
___________________?
What if your friend doesn't want to play
what you want to play ?
How do you talk to someone you don't like ?
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Make~Believe Questions

What if a butterfly started talking to you ?
Do you think aliens live on other planets ?
Where would you go if you could travel back
in time ?
What if you woke up one morning &
you were a _____________ ?
How would you teach a _________to
______________?
What super power would you like to
have and why ?
Which fairy tale character would
like to meet or become ?
If you could fly, where would you go ?
Make up a country- where is it &
what is it like there ?
What invention would you like to see & have ?
How would you create it ?
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RIDDLES

What has a neck but no head ? (a bottle)
What gets wetter as it dries ? (a towel)
What has to be broken before you can use it ?
(an egg)
Where does Friday come before
Tuesday ? (in the dictionary)
What kind of tree can you hold in your
hand ? (a palm)
What goes up, but never comes down ?
(your age)
What has 4 legs, but can't walk ?
(a table)
Why are teddy bears never hungry ?
(because they're stuffed)
What did one potato chip say to the other
chip ?(Let's go for a dip!)
What kind of room has no door or windows ?
(a mushroom)
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